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The Financial
Sector
Regulation Act



The Amplats
determination

Where does the FSRA lie in the continuum of
changes we are experiencing?


FSRA makes amendments to all sectoral laws. Regulators can use their current
powers under the sectoral law (as amended by the FSRA) where they have
powers plus their powers under the FSRA. Where they don’t currently have
powers (like banking) they are given powers under the FSRA. FSRA is an
“overlay” over existing sectoral laws.



This will remain until the Conduct of Financial Institutions Act (COFI) is
enacted and all current licenses are converted to a market conduct license.
This legislation is currently in drafting stage and due to go to Parliament next
year.

“The secret of change is to focus all of your
energy, not on fighting the old, but on
building the new” Socrates

The FSRA is an Act



Most sections are effective, some still to become effective in
October this year and April and October next year. Some
sections don’t have commencement dates yet.



Acts like the Pensions Funds Act, FAIS, Short-term and Longterm Insurance Acts, etc have already been amended (and done
away with) by the FSRA (we will go through some of these
amendments later)



The FSRA introduces the Twin Peaks regulatory and supervisory
framework for Financial Institutions (which are product and
service providers and persons licensed under Financial Sector
Laws – such as retirement funds and administrators).



The FSRA takes precedence over other Financial Sector Laws

What has happened under the FSRA
already?
Financial Services Board (FSB) to Financial Sector Conduct Authority (FSCA)



As of 1 April 2018, the FSB transforms into the FSCA.



The FSRA creates a number of new authorities (including the FSCA and the
Prudential Authority), one of which is the FSCA. Both the FSCA and the
Prudential Authority have been formally established now.



The FSCA is the market conduct regulator and it promotes, amongst other
things, the fair treatment of customers. The FSCA regulates funds and
administrators and is intended to be outcomes focused and to take a riskbased approach to supervision.



The FSCA’s new website is live: www.fsca.co.za.

What does the FSCA do?



The Sithole letter reminds stakeholders of the FSCA’s mandate to ensure
improved market conduct outcomes and that its objectives are to:



protect financial customers by promoting their fair treatment by Financial
Institutions (such as funds and administrators), providing financial education
programs and promoting financial literacy;



enhance and support the efficiency and integrity of financial markets; and



assist in maintaining financial stability.



The letter goes on to state that, importantly, the FSCA is also required to
support overall policy objectives of financial inclusion and transformation of
the financial sector.

No “big bang” on 1 April 2018


No “big bang” approach to the implementation of the FSCA’s mandate. The
FSCA will make gradual changes over the current year as the various sections
of the FSR Act come into effect. Interactions between Financial Institutions
and the FSCA should largely be business-as-usual in the short-term.



All communications, regulatory actions and decisions are in the name of the
FSCA, using new branding and e-mail addresses;

Financial Services Tribunal is established


Decisions of the PA/FSCA can be appealed to the Financial Services Tribunal



Decision of the PA/FSCA are not suspended, unless the Tribunal says they are



Tribunal can:





Dismiss the application;



Set the PA’s/FSCA’s decision aside;



Remit the decision back to the PA/FSCA for reconsideration; or



Set the decision aside and substitute its own decision.

This Tribunal will also hear appeals from the Pension Funds Adjudicator
(September letter from the Adjudicator)

The Prudential Authority (PA)


The PA’s website is www.prudentialauthority.co.za.

What is the Prudential Authority and what is its relationship to the Reserve Bank?


The PA is a juristic person which falls under the administration of the South African Reserve
Bank (Reserve Bank).



The PA has separate powers and duties under the FSRA to the Reserve Bank. E.g. the Governor
of the Reserve Bank (the Governor) is empowered to determine a systemic event and then
the financial sector regulators (of which the PA is one) have certain duties towards the
Reserve Bank, for example to provide information and consult before acting in relation to a
systemic event, in certain circumstances.



In terms of the FSRA, the PA must, within six months of 1 April 2018, adopt a regulatory
strategy for itself - to give general guidance in the achievement of its objectives and the
performance of its regulatory and supervisory functions for the next three years.

“Financial sector regulator” means:


(a) the PA



(b) the FSCA



(c) the National Credit Regulator (certain parts of the relevant legislation apply)



(d) the Financial Intelligence Centre (certain parts of the relevant legislation apply)

What does the PA do?


Enhance the safety and soundness of financial institutions and assist in maintaining financial
stability.



The objective of the PA is to:



promote and enhance the safety and soundness of financial institutions that provide financial
products and securities services;





promote and enhance the safety and soundness of market infrastructures;
protect financial customers against the risk that financial institutions may fail to meet their
obligations; and
assist in maintaining financial stability.



The PA, amongst other things, co-operates with and assists other financial sector regulators
such as the FSCA, Council for Medical Schemes, Competition Commission and the National
Credit Regulator (NCR) on matters of mutual interest and as required in the FSRA.



The PA’s power to ensure financial soundness of retirement funds is delegated to the FSCA for
three years under the FSRA.

Whose in charge at the PA?


The Deputy Governor of the Reserve Bank and the Chief
Executive Officer of the PA



Mr Kuben Naidoo is a Deputy Governor of the Reserve Bank
(Prudential Authority) and Chief Executive Officer (CEO) of the PA.



Mr Naidoo would, thus, be a member of the Financial Stability
Oversight Committee (FSOC) (see below) established under the
FSRA.

Enforcement under the FSRA

Proactive, risk-based and intrusive

What has the Prudential Authority said?


Has full access to statutory returns and all relevant information, including internal management
information, of regulated entities, their controlling companies and subs



Will schedule structured meetings with: boards, chairperson of boards, CEO, senior members of
management, internal and external auditors



Regular interactions with risk managers of the regulated institutions



Quantitative and qualitative analysis



Favors cooperation and voluntary compliance – will afford troubled institutions with opportunity to
rectify internal weaknesses



Enforcement against regulated institutions and unlicensed institutions



Unwillingness or inability – necessitate enforcement action (impose conditions, directives,
investigations, debarment orders, written undertakings, vary license conditions, court action,
remove individuals from positions, administrative penalties)

WHAT HAS THE PA SAID CON…


Where areas of concern are identified (through inspections and other) more serious matters
referred to Sanctions and Enforcement Committee to advise/recommend sanctions/enforcement
actions to the PA CEO.



SEC in lieu of an “administrative action committee” under S87 of FSRA. “may”. “internal
committee”.



“Every effort” – lawful, reasonable and procedurally fair

Information and Enforcement tools


Administrative action



Directives



Regulatory instruments



Enforceable undertakings



Standards



Court orders



Licensing



Debarment



Information gathering



Leniency agreements



Supervisory on-site inspections



Administrative penalties



Investigations



Information sharing and reporting



Guidance notices



Offences and penalties



Interpretation rulings

Administrative action


Administrative committees – make recommendations to the regulator. “May” have them.



Promotion of Administrative Justice Act applies to administrative action of the regulators.



Regulators can determine procedures for administrative action by notice in the Register



Treasury has to maintain a national Register to provide reliable information on financial
sector laws (etc) and implementation, Register must contain the docs set out in Sch 3 e,g,
regulatory instruments, guidance notes, circulars, directives, debarments, Tribunal decisions,
licenses, etc. These section of the FSRA not effective yet and no date set.



Administrative actions must be drafted in terms of the law and other requirements.



Publish for comment.



Revocation of decisions (important to functus officio principle) (from date decision made):


Decision was made as a result of fraud or illegality;



Information decision was made on was inaccurate or incomplete and would not have made the
decision if it had the right information; or



Decision is invalid for any reasons.

Regulatory instruments- Standards


Regulatory instruments are Standards (Prudential, Conduct and joint), Ombud Council rules,
determination of fees, an instrument identified as one or amending one



Also, if the PFA says something has to be prescribed by the FSCA by notice in a gazette – this is a
regulatory instrument



Must publish drafts, the need for the standard, statement about expected impact, notice inviting
submissions (at least 6 weeks or if urgent 7 days)



Submit to Parliament



The PA and FSCA may issue conduct standards related to their sphere of control e.g. PA can make a
standard about financial soundness requirements (like capital adequacy) and the FSCA about measures to
combat abusive practices. FSCA can declare a practice an undesirable business practice. Can issue joint
standards – either have power to make



The FSRA in S108 - a whole list of subjects that conduct standards can be issued on e.g. fit and proper
requirements, data management, insurance arrangements, managing conflicts of interest



See especially for retirement funds – s108 (1) (b) and (c) – “governing bodies” – includes Boards



Different standards for different categories of financial institutions, key persons, etc

S108 – governing bodies

Guidance notes and interpretation rulings


Guidance Notes: Authority can publish them. For information, not binding.
Have to do with application of a FS Law. That’s all.



Interpretation rulings:



Authority can publish a statement



About the interpretation/application of a specified provision in FS Law



That applies in circumstances specified in the statement.



Purpose:



To promote clarity, consistency and certainty in interpretation and
application of FS Laws



Must publish draft for comment first

Directives


Not like the old FSB Directives. Usually done something wrong.



PA and FSCA can issue directives to financial institutions (certain ones in PA’s
case) and key persons plus in FSCA’s case to reps and contractors of a
financial institution plus in case of PA to the holding company of a financial
conglomerate (directed persons)



In writing



Requiring directed person to take specified actions



For reasons specified in the FSRA – for example:


FSCA – if the financial institutions treatment of its customers is such that it will not
be able to comply with its obligations to them



PA – to holding company if its conducting business in an improper or financially
unsound way

Directives con…




FSCA and PA can issue directives where financial institutions are:


Contravening a FS Law;



Not complied with an Enforceable Undertaking; or



Causing instability in the financial system;

Need concurrence of Reserve Bank or direction from Governor and FSCA need
concurrence of PA if its directive against a systemically important financial
institutions

Directives con…


What actions can the PA/FSCA order a financial institution to take?


Cease offering specific product/service;



Modify a specific product/service/terms;



Remove a person from a specified position/function;



Remedy the effects of a circumvention of a FS Law;



Not pay a specified bonus, performance payment, plus in the case of the PA – dividends



PA only – financial institutions not entering into a specific transaction/undertaking/
obligation (contingent or otherwise)



Plus – can issue a directive against any person to stop/not engage in conduct that
contravenes FS Law



Directed person must comply – offence. Fine not exceeding R15 000 000 or
imprisonment not exceeding 10 years or both



Procedural requirements

Enforceable undertakings


Like Directives, Enforceable Undertakings probably means that something has gone wrong



Person may give a written undertaking


to a Responsible Authority



concerning their future conduct.



If accepted by Responsible Authority this becomes an Enforceable Undertaking



May include undertaking to provide specific redress to customers



Authority can suspend or withdraw a license if Financial Institution breaches EU



Publish every one – deterrent



If contravene, Tribunal can order person to comply, order specific actions, make other orders.



Authority can then give a copy of Tribunals order to a court – effect of civil judgment



So can remove license and force you to comply but not an offence



Can also impose Administrative Penalty

Leniency Agreements


Authority may:


in exchange for co-operation in investigations or proceedings



in respect of conduct that contravenes the law



enter into leniency agreements with persons



which “may” provide that Authority undertakes not to impose an administrative penalty for the
conduct.



Applies to partners, associates, etc of the person as well



Authority has to be satisfied it is appropriate to enter into the LA after taking into account
factors set out in the FSRA and others e.g. nature and effect of the contravention



Must publish all LA except in certain circumstances e.g. that would create safety risks



The LA can be terminated in certain circumstances by the Authority e.g. if the person lied (a
bit like a State witness)

ADMINISTRATIVE PENALTIES


Authority can impose these penalties by order on a person



Paid to the Authority



Where person has contravened the FS Law or an Enforceable Undertaking



Appropriate penalty: have regard to specific factors in FSRA e.g. need to deter the
conduct/degree of cooperation/loss or damage/previous contraventions



Can include reasonable costs of the Authority



If prosecution has commenced on the same facts, can’t impose administrative
penalty as well



Not a previous conviction



Order is published (deterrent)



Interest payable on unpaid amount at the prescribed rate of Interest until fully
paid

ADMINISTRATIVE PENALTIES con…


Can file penalty with a court if not paid then has effect of a court judgement



Penalties go to Authority’s costs and then to the National Revenue Fund (probably so not an
incentive for Authority to impose them)



If convicted of an offence under a FS Law when imposing sentence the court can take account
of an administrative penalty order made on the same set of facts.



Note well for Insurance: except in circumstances prescribed in a joint standard (there isn't
one yet) a person, A, (would include an insurer) may not undertake to indemnify or
compensate another person, B, (including directors etc) directly or indirectly, wholly or
partly, in respect of payment made/liability incurred by the other person, B, in connection
with an administrative penalty imposed on the other person, B.



Not imposed on third party penalties, e.g. retirement funds clients



Any such undertaking is void (premiums paid for nothing, contract void -as if never been)



The person giving the undertaking commits an offence. Fine –not exceeding twice the
maximum amount that would have been payable under the undertaking (e.g. the policy)

Authorities’ entry and search powers

Entry and search – with or without
warrant
Without warrant:



Authorities: have the prior authority of the Head of a Regulator or a senior
person at the Regulator delegated to perform this function who must believe
on reasonable grounds that a warrant will be issued if applied for and the
delay in getting a warrant will defeat the purpose of entry and it is necessary
to enter and search the premises.

Requirements for a valid warrant issued
under the FSRA

•
•
•
•

Certificate of appointment from Regulator
Warrant signed by judge or magistrate
Specify the premises
Produce the warrant/copy of warrant

Legally privileged docs


Correspondence with legal advisers (external and in-house), that is legal
advice, as well as communications made in connection with, or in
contemplation of, and for the purpose of legal proceedings



Label. Store/file separately



Electronic copies - clearly named and stored in a folder that is named as
legally privileged



Do not have to hand over or answer questions



Confidential information is not the same as legally privileged information.
Can remove. Identify to prevent disclosure. Consider later how to protect.

Questioning employees - FSRA


right to ask employees
questions related to the search



right to be assisted by an
attorney/counsel



may ask employees for
explanations about documents
or assistance with systems



Self incriminating – s140

Dawn Raids


“Dawn Raid” means a colloquial term
for an unannounced entry and search by
a Regulator at Company premises, with a
search warrant or not, as part of an
investigation.



Not a routine inspection



The Financial Sector Regulation Act
grants Regulators (such as the Financial
Sector Conduct Authority) wide-ranging
powers of investigation that include
unannounced entry and search powers at
Company premises.



Do not obstruct the investigation Company and employees can face severe
fines and criminal sanctions - whether or
not the Company is ultimately found to
have breached any specific law

Dawn raid: other measures



Training (policy,
procedure, dawn
raids, privilege)



Communication plan



Response team



Policy



Procedure



Never obstruct, be
polite and
professional

Amendments to
the Pension
Funds Act (PFA)
by the Financial
Sector Regulation
Act (FSRA)

New definitions added to PFA


Different effective dates



1 April 2018



Authority – means the FSCA



Conduct Standard - standard made by the FSCA to persons it is allowed to make standards
about and on topics it is allowed to standards above as set out in the FSRA



Financial Sector Regulation Act



Joint standard – means a standard issued jointly by the FSCA and the PA on any matter either
one of them can made a standard about



Prudential standard – standard made by the PA to persons it is allowed to make standards
about and on topics it is allowed to standards above as set out in the FSRA



Register - is the Financial Sector Information Register



Tribunal – the Financial Services Tribunal ito the FSRA

PFA change: relationship between PFA and
FSRA


1 April 2018



References in the PFA to the “Registrar” or “FSB” must be read as references to
the Authority (FSCA)



Unless the FSRA says differently, powers and duties of the Authority (FSCA) in the
PFA are in addition to those powers and duties it has under the FSRA.



If the PFA refers to the Authority (FSCA) publishing a matter by notice in the
Gazette – this must be read to mean that the Authority can determine or publish
the matter by notice in the Register



Unless the FSRA says otherwise or if the PFA says that something must be
prescribed by regulation, if something in the PFA has to be “prescribed” then that
must be read to mean prescribed in a prudential standard, conduct standard or
joint standard or to the Authority determining the matter in writing and
registering that in the Register.



Not date set –something “prescribed” can also mean the FSCA determining
something in writing and registering it in the Register

PFA change: relationship between PFA
and FSRA


1 April 2018 - If the PFA says something has to be announced or published on a
website that must be read to mean the Authority must publish the
information or document in the Register. There may also be publishing on the
website as well.



1 April 2019 - If the PFA refers to a prescribed fee this must be read to mean
the fees prescribed in the FSRA.



1 April 2018 - If the PFA refers to an appeal of a decision of the Authority this
must be read to mean a reconsideration of the decision by the Tribunal under
the FSRA.

Amendments to the PFA by the FSRA


No date set - If the PFA says something has to be prescribed by the Authority
(FSCA) by notice in a gazette – this is a regulatory instrument



No date set - S2(5) of the PFA providing for the FSB to give exemptions from the
Act is repealed – this is dealt with in the FSRA



1 April 2018 - S3 of the PFA dealing with the appointment of the Registrar and
Deputy Registrar has been repealed. As we know from last session – the FSCA will
have a Commissioner and Deputy Commissioners



No date set - Section 18 of the PFA which deals with funds not in a sound financial
position is amended to provide that it is the PA (not the Registrar/FSCA) that will
set prudential standards for financial soundness of funds



1 April 2018 - That section is also amended to provide that the Authority (FSCA)
can at any time if it is in the best interests of members order a valuation, audit or
both of the fund, etc. The previous requirement that there was an inspection or
investigation (or other reason) first has been deleted

Amendments to the PFA by the FSRA


No date set- Section 19(5) of the PFA has been amended such that a fund
grants housing loans and guarantees that are now not subject to the PFA
Regulations but subject to prudential standards



1 April 2018 - Section 25 of the PFA dealing with inspections and on-site visits
has been repealed as this is now dealt with under the FSRA (see slides above)



1 April 2018 - Section 26 that deals with the right of the Registrar to intervene
in the management of a fund has been amended by amending s26(1) such that
this provision now provides that the FSCA may through a Directive direct the
rules of the Fund to be amended as regards the appointment, powers,
remuneration and removal of a board. The requirement that the rules can be
directed to be amended only after the results of an inspection or on-site visit
has also been removed. The provision allowing the Registrar to declare
practices undesirable has been removed (this is dealt with in the FSRA in any
event)

Amendments to the PFA by the FSRA


1 April 2018 - Section 30AA is added to the PFA to provide that the ombud schemes in
relation to complaints regulated in the Chapter about Adjudicator’s Office is declared to
be a statutory ombud scheme for purposes of the FSRA



1 October 2018 - The PFA is amended such that the Minister of Finance does not need to
consult with the FSB/FSCA before appointing the Adjudicator/Deputy Adjudicator/Acting
Adjudicator



1 October 2018 The Adjudicator will have to deal with complaints not just under the PFA
but also complaints designated for the Adjudicator under the FSRA

Amendments to the PFA by the FSRA


1 October 2018 - The Adjudicators powers in the PFA to run her office: e.g. hire
people, enter into agreement, insure, delegate, get professional advice, etc – will
no longer require the concurrence of the FSB/FSCA



1 October 2018 The main object of the Adjudicator is amended by adding that in
disposing of complaints the Adjudicator must:


apply, where appropriate, principles of equity (what exactly will this mean for
determinations?)



“have regard to” the contractual arrangement or other legal relationship between the
complainant and any financial institution (what does “have regard to” mean?)



1 October 2018 Act in a procedurally fair, economical and expeditious manner (was
in old wording)



More favourable outcomes for complainants rather than strictly applying contracts
and rules

Amendments to the PFA by the FSRA


1 October 2018



The PFA has been amended so that it is not the FSB/FSCA that determines the remuneration and
terms and conditions of the Adjudicator and employees but the Minister of Finance



The PFA has been amended such that the Adjudicator is now the accounting officer of the Office of
the Adjudicator not the FSB/FSCA



The following sections have been repealed as they are dealt with in the FSRA:


Extension of period sets in the PFA;



Issuing of Directives;



Reports by the Registrar to the Minister of Finance



1 April 2019 - the PFA provisions providing for the Regulations to prescribe fee matters have been
deleted as this is dealt with in the FSRA



The administrative penalty provisions in the PFA gave been amended such that the administrative
penalty section and procedure for these have been deleted. This is dealt with in the FSRA (see
slides above)

The Adjudicator and principles of equity
– amended 30D of the PFA

Why do we need to have regard to
principles of equity?


The significance of rules and principles for adjudication of financial disputes
lies in the outcome for the parties to a dispute. An ombudsman must take all
the rules into account that have bearing on a particular case. Failure to do so
would be unfair. However, an ombudsman may be able to demonstrate that
every applicable rule had indeed been considered but the outcome may still
be unfair, which is why it may be necessary to rely on fairness in order to do
justice between the parties and to look beyond the black letter of the law.
Importantly, it is not the function of an ombudsman to create new rules or
principles and should a case arise that cannot be properly adjudicated
because of a problem with the interpretation of the law, such a matter should
ideally be referred to a court. (D Millard)

Unpacking the amended section


“must” – plain language



Now a legislative imperative to apply principles of equity



Not just procedural fairness



That is, it’s not a choice to apply principles of equity, they must be applied.
However, when to apply then is a choice.



Must “apply” them “where appropriate”

“Have regard to”

Regard:

(Attention), noun advertence, advertency, alertness, application, attentiveness, care, concentration
, consideration, examination, heed, heedfulness, interest, mindfulness, notice, observation, scrutin
y, vigilance, watch, watchfulness


Pay careful attention to



“have regard to” contractual arrangement (complainant and FI)



“have regard to” other legal relationship (complainant and FI)



“have regard to” provisions of the Pension Funds Act



Difference between “must apply” versus “must have regard to”

“have regard to”
The recent English legal case of R on the Application of London Oratory School v
The Schools Adjudicator analysed the meaning of ‘have regard to’ in the context
of a requirement to have regard to guidance. The judge reviewed relevant legal
precedent and concluded 'have regard' … [means] take the … Guidance into
account and if they decide to depart from it, they must have and give "clear
reasons" for doing so …'have regard to' involves a greater degree of consideration
than merely to 'consult' … but plainly does not mean … 'follow', or 'slavishly obey'.

“have regard to”


“We do not think there is any magic in the words "have regard to". They mean
no more than they say. The tribunal may not ignore the statement. It must be
given genuine attention and thought, and such weight as the tribunal
considers appropriate. But having done that the tribunal is entitled to
conclude it is not of sufficient significance either alone or together with other
matters to outweigh other contrary considerations which it must take into
account in accordance with its statutory function.”



Australian case law

What it amounts to:


In my view, the rules (law) should be applied and then principles of equity are
used (in certain circumstances discussed below) where this does not achieve
an equitable outcome.



However, the legislation seems to be saying, we must use principles of equity
and then consider (decide to apply or not) the rules. Back-to-front.



Nonetheless, it is more likely that the legislation will be applied in line with
how principles of equity have been applied historically.

What has the Adjudicator said?
Last IRF Conference:


Equity jurisdiction is a lot more difficult to assess and apply than pure legal
jurisdiction.



With equity jurisdiction, the PFA has to go beyond the law.



She has drafted guidelines for the PFA’s office and shared it with the FSCA, so
they work off the same basis.

What are principles of equity?


Means different things in different jurisdictions. Some jurisdictions (like
England) have a long history of equity courts (e.g. the Chancery court)



However, there seems to be some generally undertood principles



Equitable jurisdiction is a system of justice designed to supplement the
common law by taking action in a reasonable and fair manner which results in
just outcome. It is based on a set of legal principles namely equity for
achieving natural justice.



Equitable Jurisdiction Law and Legal Definition | USLegal, Inc.



equity is about the exceptional case, the unforeseen circumstance, the
extension of a law to a case that is within its spirit but not quite within its
letter.

The functions of equity

M AKEHURST



To adapt the law to the facts of individual cases



To fill gaps in the laws



Reason not to apply unjust laws

In her PLA presentation, Sue Myrdal
said:

• To adapt the law to the facts of individual cases
• To fill gaps in the laws
• Reason not to apply unjust laws
• Application to responses

Responses to complaints
Test case 
Consider including wording in our responses that relate to principles of equity, for example that the
circumstances of the complaint:


do not require the application of the principles of equity;



that application of the principles of equity in this complaint could result in prejudice to other
members (where relevant) or is not practically workable or financially sustainable;



that applying the law in this case does not lead to inequity or an unjust outcome;



that there are no gaps in the law requiring the application of principles of equity;



that the laws/rules are just and will lead to just outcomes in the circumstances;



that the law/legal position is clear in the circumstances.

We will need to refine our approach as we see relevant determinations from the Adjudicator and
information from her about how she will apply principles of equity.

Amplats Adjudicator determination

AMPLATS CASE

A recent determination of the Office of the Pension Funds Adjudicator:


dated 24 July 2018



ordered a hefty fund loss of R40 501 000 plus interest to be paid by the
previous valuator of the fund to the fund.



costs were ordered to be paid by the Complainants to the Previous Trustees

The parties




Complainants were


Amplats Group Provident Fund (“the Fund”)



current board of management of the Fund



current Principal Officer of the Fund

Respondents were:


“Implicated Board Members of the Complainants” (“Previous Trustees”), being the
previous board of management of the Fund



Vivian Cohen, the previous Valuator/actuary (“the Valuator”) of the Fund



Sanlam Life insurance Limited, the Fund’s administrator (“the Administrator”)

The error


The Valuator was required to calculate unit prices. He made an error in his
spreadsheets when calculating investment return (used to calculate a weighted
average return and the unit price).



The Valuator appointed a third party to do the calculations.



Basically, the error was that in the spreadsheet one of the cells was “hard coded”,
i.e. a value was entered manually and overrode any link to a formula in the
spreadsheet for that cell. So instead of that cell being formula driven in the excel
spreadsheet the value entered in the cell was simply brought forward every month.
This lead to unit process being overstated and benefits being paid out to members
(based on the unit price) that were larger than they should have been.



The error related to the period September 2012 to December 2012.

The Error cont…


The Administrator pointed out to the Fund’s new valuator that it thought the
benefits looked too large.



The new valuator then had to request the Valuator’s working papers to
determine if an error had been made.



Once this was determined, the Valuator then informed the Fund. The Fund’s
subsequent valuation then disclosed the loss.



Although the spreadsheet error did not continue after December 2012, the
assets continued to be overstated for the period December 2012 to March
2014 because of the errors being carried though into subsequent unit price
calculations and thus, benefits continued to be overstated for that period.

What did the Complainants want?


The Complainants sought to hold the Previous Trustees, the Valuator and the
Administrator personally jointly and severally liable (that is, any or all of
them may be personally liable) for the loss to the Fund in the amount of R40
501 000, plus interest.



The Complainants wanted the Adjudicator to determine whether all or some
of those complained against are jointly and severally for the loss, not just the
Previous Trustees.

Complainant’s arguments
The Complainant’s argued (among other things that) that:



they could rely on the law of delict to hold the parties responsible for not
complying with their duties imposed under the legislation;



the law of delict is mostly about when one person can claim from another for
compensation for harm suffered. A civil wrong that result in liability on the
part of the wrongdoer. There are a number of element that have to be proved
(including causation – a causal connection between the conduct and the
harm).

Complainant’s arguments


the Previous Trustees are liable to the Fund for the loss in that Pension Funds Act
(“the Act”) requires a board to ensure the Rules, operations and administration of
the fund comply with the laws.



The board must monitor and supervise the conduct of the party to which it has
delegated duties and functions to ensure the board maintains the ultimate
control. If the board does not do so, it has abdicated its duties.



The Complainants alleged that the Previous Trustees failed to maintain proper
controls ;



The Rules of the Fund required that the Previous Trustees determine from time to
time an equitable basis on which investment returns should be allocated and to do
so in consultation with the Administrator and in accordance with the agreed
practice of the Fund.



Failed to ensure that the Fund was insured for financial loss due to its officials’
errors and omissions. Thus, the Fund was uninsured and did not enjoy cover for
the loss suffered as a result of the Previous Trustees’ conduct.

Complainant’s arguments


the Valuator in performing his duties negligently is accountable for the loss
suffered by the Fund as had he acted reasonably in accordance with his
sophisticated training and skill and in accordance with the level of skill
expected of him in his capacity as actuary to the Fund, the error would not
have occurred.



The Valuator is liable for breaching the agreement between him and the
Fund.



Alternatively he is liable in delict.



Whether or not the loss can be paid for out of its reserve accounts, the Fund
has still suffered a loss.



The Valuator is the cause of the loss.

Complainant’s arguments


the Administrator is liable as it was the administrator of the Fund at all times
and should have detected the Valuator’s error and, thus, limited the loss
suffered by the Fund.



They alleged that the Administrator had an obligation to reconcile the Fund’s
assets and liabilities daily and notify the fund of errors.



In addition, the Administrator was responsible for paying benefits and should
do so correctly, the Administrator was not entitled to reply on incorrect unit
process to update member records and should have verified the unit prices.

Previous Trustees’ arguments
The Previous Trustees argued (among other things):


the Complainant’s had not proved their liability and had merely repeated
established principles of law and failed to set out the facts to establish the
assertion that the Complainant’s had made that the Previous Trustees had a
duty to verify the Valuator’s monthly unit price calculations. Plus, that they
had no such duty.



They pointed out that the current valuators only found the mistake in the
calculation more than a year after they were appointed. It was not an error
that could have been apparent to the Previous Trustees. Thus, the
complainants had failed to deal with causation* (which is one of the elements
of delictual liability) and failed to set out any evidence to support the
assertion that the Previous Trustees are liable in their personal capacities;

Previous Trustees’ arguments continued


they had complied with their duties to take reasonable steps to protect the
members’ interests in terms of the Rules of the Fund, to act with due
diligence and good faith and to ensure that proper controls are in place.



they complied with their duty to seek expert advice and to appoint a
Valuator.



a board is required to rely on the recommendations of the Valuator, unless
they have a proper basis not to.



it had in place extensive control systems in line with proper fund governance.



The Previous Trustees set out all the committees, reports, etc that they had
in place at the time (including rigorous vetting of service providers).

Previous Trustees’ arguments continued


they had unqualified audits from their auditors;



a board cannot be expected to replace an expert’s opinion with their own and
specifically not the actuary whose appointment is a statutory requirement.
Verifying the Valuator’s working papers and calculations would constitute
unreasonable and onerous micro-management;



the information contained in the valuation reports that they considered did
not disclose the actual error (the report does not contain unit price
calculations). The board did not see the opening and closing balances of each
portfolio nor a monthly comparison of each and every opening balance for
every single asset every month. The Valuator was not required to report on
his working papers. Their reliance on the Valuator’s calculations was
reasonable and in line with their fiduciary duties;

Valuator’s arguments


The Valuator admitted that an error had been made in the calculation
spreadsheet that was used to determine the unit price of the Fund.



He submitted (amongst other things) that:


he had outsourced the calculation to a third party and that that third party had the
requisite expertise and had checked their work (including performing reasonability
checks);



the error was not due to his negligence or anyone else’s negligence;



it was an unfortunate error which was missed by the normal levels of actuarial
scrutiny;

Valuator’s arguments


the error could have been made by any person and not discovered by another
person using the spreadsheet;



he questioned the amount of the loss (about R40 million);



the Fund was comfortably able to absorb the financial impact of the error
through the processing error reserve account without any remaining members
being affected;



pressure was placed on him to provide unit prices within an unreasonable
time frame;



if actuaries are penalized for any spreadsheet errors not picked up in their
checks, then it would not be possible for any actuary to do the unit price
calculations for any large fund. Small errors in calculations have a small
effect on individual members but a substantial effect in a large fund.

Valuator’s arguments continued


it is not possible to eliminate human error;



It would be an unacceptable financial risk for actuaries if there was a
possibility that an unfortunate error that goes undetected were to result in a
substantial financial penalty;



he does not hand over any responsibility for the correctness or quality of the
work and that is why in this case he has not blamed the person who made the
error on the spreadsheet; and



this is the first complaint against him and it is not justified.

Administrator’s arguments continued


While the Administrator must observe utmost good faith and exercise proper
care and diligence, this duty can only extend to obligations that it has under
the administration agreement. Thus, it is not correct that it should have
detected the Valuator’s error; and



There is a duty on the Fund to mitigate its damages and seek to recover from
the overpaid members. (Not dealt with.)



The Complainants can only seek to recover from the persons they are
complaining against, those amounts they could not recover after taking
reasonable steps. (Not dealt with.)

The Adjudicator’s reasoning and
determination
As regards the Previous Trustees, the Adjudicator pointed out:


Their legal duties to the Fund in terms of the legislation and case law as well as
the points raised by the Previous Trustees;



The Adjudicator went through how a mismatch may arise in a fund in relation to
the investment and disinvestment of monies. She referred to the Financial Sector
Conduct Authorities’ Interpretation Note 2 of 2010 which provides that mismatches
occur when there are timing differences between the time that actual
transactions occur and the time when these transactions are deemed to have
occurred for purposes of calculating benefits or costs, or accruing fund return which give rise to profits or losses.



She then goes on to state that in this instance the error was not due to a mismatch
but a unit pricing error by the Valuator and that “[t]the Processing Error Reserve
Account was not meant to cover occurrences like the current…”. Therefore, to
argue that the Fund had not suffered any loss as funds from the processing error
reserve account were used to cover the overstated amounts already withdrawn is
misplaced;

The Adjudicator’s reasoning and
determination continued


Actuaries are appointed in terms of the Act and are also governed by the guidance notes of the
Institute of Actuaries which imposes a duty on actuaries to third parties and to provide the
best possible service and advice;



The Adjudicator stated that a fund is required to take out fidelity cover and that members of
the board should have indemnity insurance.



Plus the board should ensure that all service providers have professional indemnity and fidelity
guarantee cover;



It cannot be expected of a board to replace an expert’s opinion with their own and specifically
not an actuary whose appointment is a statutory requirement;



Based on the submission of the Previous Trustees, they cannot be held liable personally jointly
and severably for the Valuator’s conduct.

The Adjudicator’s reasoning and
determination continued


As regards the Administrator, the Adjudicator found that it could not be held
liable as it was other persons’ responsibility to consider the mismatch report,
verify values in reports, etc;



Neither the Previous Trustees nor the Administrator would be able to detect
the error as it could only be detected by an expert advisor.

The Adjudicator’s reasoning and
determination continued
As regards the Valuator – the Adjudicator considered specifically if there was any
negligence on his part and stated:


the Valuator will be negligent if the reasonable person in his position would have
acted differently and if the unlawful causing of the damage was reasonably
foreseeable and preventable (delictual test)



However, the application of this above-mentioned test of the reasonable man can
be affected where the individual concerned possesses a certain skill or expertise.
Then, the test for negligence is the test of the so-called reasonable expert. This is
the same test as that of the reasonable man except for the fact that a reasonable
measure of the relevant expertise is added



This test does not have regard to the highest degree of expertise but to the general
or average level of such expertise. It follows that each advisor will be judged
according to the standards of the profession to which he belongs

The Adjudicator’s reasoning and
determination continued


That more or less ended the reasoning concerning negligence and the
Adjudicator went on to consider the delictual claim against the Valuator
where she:


Went through the requirements for a delictual claim and stated that the basic
criterion for assessing damages is that of placing the plaintiff (wronged person)
in the position he would have been in had the unlawful act or omission not
occurred;



Found that the Fund had suffered a loss (as the Processing Error Reserve was
not meant for situations such as these).

The Adjudicator’s reasoning and
determination continued


The Adjudicator then went on to state that the Tribunal had engaged the
services of an independent actuary to assess whether the Valuator had acted
reasonably or not.



This actuary stated that:


hardcoding of the same data more than once is not good practice as it can lead to
error in what ought to be a continuous linked process and therefore, is avoidable.



It would have been obvious to any actuary or financial expert checking or
reviewing the investment return of the affected portfolio that it looked unusual.



Checking or reviewing at individual portfolio level appeared to have been lacking.



He concluded that the conduct of the Valuator as an expert advisor does not
appear to have been reasonable.

The Adjudicator’s reasoning and
determination continued


The Adjudicator then recognised that the same facts can give rise to claims
in contract and delict. Whichever it is, the fund advisors are subject to duties
in terms of their professions’ codes of conduct, statutes, common law and
contracts with their clients.



The Adjudicator then found that the Valuator was negligent and should be
held liable for the Fund’s loss in the amount for R40 501 000.



We will have to see if this matter goes on appeal.

So what have we learnt? Going back to basics



Make sure the agreement between the Administrator and the Fund sets out
the Administrator’s duties in sufficient detail and that it includes all the
functions the Administrator is expected to perform



Service providers to the Fund should be required, under their agreement, to
notify the fund if they sub-contract work



Service Provider fees for certain types of work, such as actuarial work, is not
commensurate with the risk that service provider takes. We have seen this in
the past with actuarial work, especially in relation to claims around surplus
distribution, where a small error can have a large financial effect. The service
providers to the Fund should hold sufficient Errors and Omission insurance and
the board should ensure this

So what have we learnt? Going back to basics
continued


Be careful of agreeing indemnities and waivers in agreements and the
effects these can have if something goes wrong



Fund service providers need to be carefully controlled and managed.
Funds should keep good records (including minutes of meetings),
delegation documents are important and what reporting is required



Do you know, as a board of management, what you are required to do in
terms of the Rules of the Fund? Are there some processes in the Rules
that have fallen away, are not being complied with or have been
replaced? If yes, make sure you amend your Rules to deal with what
actually happened in practice as you will be held to the Rules

So what have we learnt? Going back to
basics continued


What are your Processing Error Reserve Accounts being used for? Does this
accord with the FSCA’s Interpretation Note and the Rules of the Fund


Be careful of imposing a higher test on yourself in a contract or document
than what the law would impose on you. For example, have you said that you
have done or will do “everything possible” or that you have done or will do
“everything in your power”



If you are going to lodge a complaint, make sure you can state what the law is
and you can link the law to the facts of the case in respect of their conduct,
otherwise you run the risk of a costs order, such as in this case



If you are a respondent to a complaint, consider obtaining legal advice where
the legal issues are complex or the amount involved is large

Thank you for attending
Please fill in your feedback forms and leave them at the reception desk

